
 

 

 
Abstract—This paper presents a transmission planning 

methodology that considers the conversion of HVAC transmission 
lines to HVDC as an alternative of expansion of power systems, as a 
consequence of restrictions for the construction of new lines. The 
transmission expansion planning problem formulates an optimization 
problem that minimizes the total cost that includes the investment 
cost to convert lines from HVAC to HVDC and possible required 
reinforcements of the power system prior to the conversion. The costs 
analysis assesses the impact of the conversion on the reliability 
because transmission lines are out of service during the conversion 
work. The presented methodology is applied to a test system 
considering a planning a horizon of 10 years. 
 

Keywords—Cost optimization, energy non supplied, HVAC, 
HVDC, transmission expansion planning.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE Transmission Expansion Planning (TEP) necessarily 
considers expansion of the existing infrastructure to meet 

the electric power demand growth. Recent studies have shown 
that the acquisition of rights of way for the construction of 
new transmission lines has higher costs and demanding 
restrictions due of environmental constraints, conditions that 
have guided research to find ways to improve the usage of 
existing transmission infrastructure [1]-[3]. 

Feasibility studies have shown that conversion of HVAC 
lines to HVDC lines increases the power transmission 
capability [1]. This fact lets the conversion HVAC to HVDC 
as an interesting alternative for the TEP, even more if 
restrictions to build new lines are more demanding. This paper 
proposes a TEP methodology that considers the conversion of 
HVAC transmission lines into HVDC lines, considering a 
scenario with restrictions for the construction of new lines. 
The methodology assesses the impact on the reliability during 
the periods that transmission lines selected for the conversion 
remain out of service, and considers the possibility of 
reinforcements on existing lines prior to conversion to reduce 
this impact.  

II. CONVERSION OF HVAC TRANSMISSION LINES TO HVDC 

A. Feasibility Conversion Studies 

The conversion of HVAC lines to HVDC is an alternative 
recently analyzed and currently has very few cases 
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implemented [4]. Several feasibility studies for conversion of 
lines describe the main aspects to take into account to increase 
the transmission capability. It is proposed two types of line’s 
conversion [1]:  
 Type A: Minor modifications in the structure that can be 

performed by changing the allowable height of the 
conductors with respect to ground during the conversion 
process. 

 Type B: Major modifications of structures that do not 
allow conductors can be located at a suitable distance 
from ground during the conversion process. 

Type A conversion could consider hot-line work to reduce 
the downtime of the line. This can be a key factor to reduce 
the impact on the reliability of the transmission system during 
the conversion process. Conversion Type B may require that 
the line remain out of service for extended periods, thus 
having a greater impact on the reliability of the system. 
However, the increase in transmission capacity can be higher 
than Type A conversion. Table I shows the results of 
feasibility studies and the conversion type according to [1], 
[5], [6]. 

 
TABLE I 

HVAC TRANSMISSION LINES CONVERSION TO HVDC – TECHNICAL 

FEASIBILITY  

HVAC HVDC 
Capacity  

Increment  
[%] 

Ref. 
Conversion 

Type 
AC Voltage 

(Double 
circuit) 

MW 
Bipolar 

Topology 
Voltage 

 
MW 

145 kV 110 ±290 kV 390 255% [1] Type B 

245 kV 380 ±490 kV 1.330 250% [1] Type B 

362 kV 990 ±725 kV 3.430 246% [1] Type B 

362 kV 1.230 ±725 kV 4.270 247% [1] Type B 

420 kV 990 ±840 kV 3.430 246% [1] Type B 

420 kV 1.200 ±400 kV 2.200 83% [5] Type A 

420 kV 1.200 ±450 kV 2.500 108% [5] Type A 

287 kV 560 ±240 kV 863 54% [6] Type A 

287 kV 560 ±245 kV 1.762 215% [6] Type B 

 
The conversion of HVAC lines to HVDC reduces both the 

cost of investment and the Break Even Distance (BED). 
Conversion of lines can extend the distance range in which the 
HVDC is less expensive than HVAC for transmission lines. 
Fig. 1 shows in an illustrative way the reduction on BED. 
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Fig. 1 BED for new HVAC and HVDC transmission lines, Type A 
and Type B conversion to HVDC 

B. Technical Considerations for Line Conversion 

The purpose of converting lines is to increase the power 
transmission capacity of a line already built; for that, the 
conversion considers the following technical issues: 
 Power Transmission Capacity: HVDC allows the 

utilization of the thermal limit of the conductor. 
Transmission lines with voltage drop or stability limit 
restrictions may have great transmission capability 
increase with the conversion. HVDC voltage should be 
maximized to increase the transmission capability; 
however, the dimensions of the structure limit the 
insulation distances. Structure modifications allow larger 
insulation distances. 

 Conductor: Conversion increases the power transmission 
capability, even preserving the conductors. If more power 
is required, it is possible to add conductors or change 
them for higher ampacity conductors. These changes are 
subject to mechanical strength of structures. It is 
recommended to make reinforcements to bear more 
weight, and additionally use lighter conductors with 
higher ampacity [2], [7], [8]. 

 HVDC Operation Voltage: The capacity of an HVDC 
transmission line depends directly on the operating 
voltage. The conversion type, A or B, can set a higher 
voltage level subject to the restrictions of line insulation 
and the modifications of the structure. 

 HVDC System Configuration: It depends largely on the 
number of circuits of the existing line and the shape of the 
structure. HVAC single circuit lines allow conversion to a 
bipolar configuration. HVAC lines with more than one 
circuit allow conversion to two or more bipoles, which 
increases redundancy [9]. 

 Insulation: The HVDC insulation is more demanding 
because it requires higher creepage distance than HVAC 
for the same level of pollution and voltage [10]. Thus, if 
the conversion requires increasing the voltage level to 
achieve a higher increase in power transmission 
capability, the insulator strings will therefore require 
greater distance. Moreover, insulators for HVDC 
operation must have a specific construction type in 

materials and coating for metallic parts. On the other 
hand, overvoltages caused by failures in HVDC are lower 
than HVAC because the control system can limit the fault 
current. HVAC overvoltages are between 2.5 pu - 2.8 pu 
[2], [11], whereas HVDC are between 1.5 pu - 1.85 pu, 
[12]. The above suggests that change the line insulation is 
necessary. 

 Structures: The mechanical strength should be checked 
when the conversion involves adding more weight to the 
structure, or when the conversion requires modifications 
to increase the insulation distances. 

 Corona Losses: Corona losses are not a relevant factor 
because it does not limit the feasibility of the conversion; 
however, the operating costs of the system consider 
corona losses [1].  

C. Constraints for Line Conversion 

Feasibility studies for the conversion of HVAC 
transmission lines into HVDC consider the following technical 
restrictions that set a limit on the operating voltage and 
current, and therefore the power transmission capability of the 
converted line: 
 Right of Way - ROW: The existing right of way 

determines the point of measurement for ground level 
electric field and audible noise. These parameters may 
restrict HVDC voltage [1], [2]. 

 Thermal Limit of Conductors: Restricts the maximum 
current of the transmission line. To increase the current of 
the line it is necessary to add or change conductors. 

 Corona Phenomena: Restricts the HVDC operation 
voltage. The parameter that most influence has on corona 
is the conductor surface gradient; however, restrictions 
are measured on side effects: ground level electric field 
and audible noise. The maximum values allowed at the 
bounds of the right of way are defined in local 
regulations. For audible noise, it is defined a limit 
between 39 dB and 53.1 dB [5], [6], [13]. For ground 
level electric field, [5] and [13] define a limit of 5 kV/m, 
whereas [6] defines a limit of 16 kV/m.  

 Insulation: Changes of HVDC operation voltage, length 
of the insulator strings and position of the conductors 
makes ıt necessary to check the performance of the 
insulation during normal operation and overvoltage. 
Usually, it is necessary to increase the length of the 
insulator string for which it is appropriate to adopt 
configurations in "V" instead of suspension or "I" [1]. 

III. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AT TEP 

In this paper, the TEP is a minimization problem of the total 
cost of the feasible alternatives of expansion through 
conversion of HVAC lines to HVDC. The planning period is T 
years, such that t ∈ T, and the discount rate is r. The total cost 
includes the investment cost, operation cost and cost of energy 
not supplied; as: 

 

 ENSOPINV CCC min  (1) 
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CINV is the investment cost that includes capital, financial and 
administrative costs of each alternative for every year t, given 
by: 
 

        
 

 
 


Tt LTji

t
kijikINV

AC

rtREFtCONVC
,

, 1  (2) 

 
where a HVAC transmission line i can have k alternatives of 
conversion to HVDC. Each alternative CONVik may require an 
additional reinforcement REFj(i,k) of line j prior to the 
conversion of line i. 

The COP at (1) is the operation cost of the transmission 
system computed as the cost of power losses (CLOSS) at year t 
in lines and HVDC converter stations, and the operation, 
maintenance, and administration costs (CAOM), as: 
 

       



Tt

t
AOMLOSSOP rtCtCC 1  (3) 

 
The CENS at (1) is the cost of energy not supplied that results 

from the computed energy not served for each year t at bus n, 
and the corresponding unitary cost of the loss of load (CUENS): 
 

     
 


Tt Nn

t
ENSENS rtnENStnCUC 1,),(  (4) 

 
The TEP minimization problem (1) can be solved by 

mathematical or heuristic methods.  

IV. TEP METHODOLOGY WITH CONVERSION OF HVAC LINES 

TO HVDC LINES 

Fig. 2 presents the proposed methodology for TEP with 
conversion of HVAC lines to HVDC. 

The methodology as four stages: A- computation of HVAC 
transmission system capacity, B- identification of suitable 
transmission lines for conversion, C- formulation of feasible 
conversion alternatives, and D- assessment of the conversion 
alternatives and definition of TEP’s plan. 

The HVAC transmission system capacity is determined by 
computing the Demand Not Supplied (DNS) on each bus n 
according to the demand forecast, in order to identify the 
transmission lines that have restrictions. As a result, a set of 
buses NDNS ≠ 0 with a DNS different from zero at the last year is 
obtained, and its value for each bus n is DNSn. 

For each bus of the set NDNS ≠ 0, a set of suitable lines i for 
conversion are identified using the following criteria: line i 
transmits power to bus n from a bus or area that has generation 
surplus, and line i has thermal limit, voltage drop or stability 
limit restrictions. From this analysis, it is obtained the set of 
transmission lines i ϵ TLFCA_n that are suitable for conversion, 
for each bus n. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Methodology for TEP with conversion of HVAC to HVDC 
 
Then, a feasibility conversion study is required to develop 

the conversion alternatives that meet the requirements for 
additional transmission power capacity, subject to technical 
restrictions. Fig. 3 presents the methodology that allows the 
formulation of one or more feasible conversion alternatives for 
conversion of transmission line i. The methodology has the 
following five stages: 
 Information for the feasibility conversion study of the 

transmission line: Technical information of the line i as 
construction characteristics, maximum load, defined as 
iLmax, and data or constraints from local regulation are 
required. 

 Estimation of the window of time for converting a 
transmission line: The conversion may require work on 
the transmission line that requires only the line is out of 
service. To assess the impact of the unavailability of the 
transmission line i during conversion, the energy not 
supplied ENSN-i must be calculated in a permanent 
operating condition N-1, in which the line i is removed. 
The window of time iWT is defined as the period, in years, 
where the ENSN-i remains at comparable values with 
respect to the ENS of the base case. The energy not 
supplied can be calculated by methods such as state space 
enumeration or Monte Carlo simulation. 

 Formulation of conversion alternatives for the 
transmission line: It is possible to formulate k conversion 
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alternatives for transmission line i, each one of them 
defined as CONVi,k. For each alternative k, the power that 
can be achieved through the conversion, defined as 
PCONVi,k, should be determined. This power must be 
greater than the sum of the maximum HVAC load of i and 
the corresponding demand not supplied of the bus n: 

 
 nLki DNSiPCONV  max,  (5) 

 
It is recommended to first assess if Type A conversion can 

achieve the power requirements. Eventually, the analysis leads 
to an alternative that finds the maximum capacity without 
major modifications of the structure. If Type A conversion 
does not achieve the power requirements, or if it is desirable to 
formulate an alternative with higher capacity, a Type B 
conversion should be formulated. 
 Defining strategies for converting a transmission line: 

Strategies for converting a transmission line i should be 
restricted as far as possible to the window of time iWT, in 
order to avoid high costs of energy not supplied (CENS), 
and thus maintain competitiveness over other alternatives 
considered in the transmission planning. 

It may be necessary to formulate reinforcements on other 
lines prior to conversion of i, to increase the window of time 
iWT, e.g. series compensation or FACTS. The methodology 
considers a reinforcement of the transmission line j in the k 
conversion alternative of line i, defined as REFj, (i, k). It is 
possible that any reinforcement cannot reduce the window of 
time. In such case, the conversion alternative will have high 
CENS. 

Strategies for conversion must consider time for 
engineering, approval of budgets and contracts, purchase of 
equipment and construction, testing and commissioning for 
both conversions as reinforcements. In addition, set criteria to 
reduce unavailability of transmission lines during conversion, 
for example live line technology. 
 Formulation of feasible alternatives for converting a 

transmission line: The formulation of each alternative 
must have the technical characteristics of the HVDC line, 
and prior reinforcement if required, the implementation 
strategy and investment resources [14]. 

V. APPLICATION TO THE TEST SYSTEM 

A. Test System 

Fig. 4 shows the test system that is a modification to three 
area system of the original Kundur’s power system [15]. Table 
II presents generation and load data of each area. Table III 
presents reliability data. Fig. 5 presents the shape of the 
structure assumed for transmission lines 7-9, 7-9 and 8-9 [16]. 

 
 

 

Fig. 3 Formulation of feasible conversion alternatives for 
transmission line i 

 
TABLE II 

GENERATION AND LOAD CHARACTERISTICS – TEST SYSTEM  

Area Generation 
Load 

(Year 0) 
Load 

(Year 10) 
Load Growth Rate

1 4 x 750 MW 543 MW 766 MW 3.5 % 

2 2 x 750 MW 1269 MW 1790 MW 3.5 % 

3 --- 269 MW 418 MW 4.5 % 
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Fig. 4 Test System 
 

TABLE III 
RELIABILITY DATA OF EQUIPMENT FOR THE TEST SYSTEM  

Equipment 
Failure rate 
(Fails/year) 

Mean time to 
repair (Hour) 

Power transformer [17] 0.012 116 

Valve bridge [17] 0.143 53 

AC filter [18] 0.010 48 

Reactive power source [18] 0.002 12 

Smoothing reactor [18] 0.030 66 

DC filter [18] 0.250 12 

AC breaker [18] 0.010 48 
Transmission line 230 kV 
HVAC [19] 

0.005497  
[f/yr-km] 

12.3 

HVDC pole [17] 0.440 [f/yr-km] 7 

 

 

Fig. 5 Conversion of structure HL52P from HVAC single circuit to 
HVDC bipolar configuration [16] 

B. Identification of Suitable Lines for Conversion 

According to the demand forecast, the system has DNS at 
buses 8 and 9 at year 7 and 8, respectively. From these results, 
it is obtained the set NDNS≠0 as {Bus 8, Bus 9}, and the 
requirements of additional power are DNS8 = 64.6 MW, DNS9 
= 173.5 MW. Bus 7 has no restrictions for power supply 
because it is in an area with generation surplus. Table IV 
presents the transmission lines that are suitable for conversion. 
From the analysis, it is obtained that the HVAC maximum 
transmission capacity of transmission lines suitable for 
conversion is (7-8)Cmax = 285 MW and (7-9)Cmax = 244 MW.  

TABLE IV 
SUITABLE TRANSMISSION LINES FOR CONVERSION – TEST SYSTEM  

Line Loadability 
Technical 
Restriction 

Line from area with 
generation surplus 

Suitable line 
to convert 

7-9 76.2 % Voltage drop Yes Yes 

7-8 92.5 % Voltage drop Yes Yes 

8-9 30.0 % None No No 

C. Alternatives of Conversion  

The reliability evaluation of the test system in normal 
operation and N-1 condition, by removing the transmission 
lines 7-8 and 7-9, is presented in Fig 6. Taking as reference 
the ENS of year 8, in which the HVAC system begins to have 
significant restrictions in transmission, the windows of time to 
convert the lines are (7-8)WT = 3 years, and (7- 9)WT = 4 years. 

The structure can be converted to a bipolar configuration of 
±400 kV if the lower phase is grounded [16]; however, 
isolation distances with safety margins are tight, so in this 
paper the operating voltage is reduced to ± 350 kV. Being the 
thermal limit the conductor 950 A, and conversion type A can 
increase the transmission capacity up to 665 MW, which 
comfortably meets the criteria of (5). Furthermore, it is 
estimated that the cost of the line conversion is 10% of the 
cost of a new HVDC line. According to the methodology, the 
following three alternatives are formulated:  
 CONV(7-9),1: 40% series compensation of line 7-8, then 

conversion of line 7-9. 
 CONV(7-8),1: 40% series compensation of line 7-9, then 

conversion of line 7-8. 
 CONV(7-9),2: Conversion of line 7-9. 

Table V presents the strategy of conversion of each one of 
these alternatives. 

D. Assessment of Alternatives 

The assessment of ENS of the three alternatives is presented 
in Fig. 7. The alternatives CONV(7-9),1 and CONV(7-9),2 have the 
least impact on ENS because the conversion strategy is within 
the window of time (7-9)WT that is 4 years. The alternative 
CONV(7-8),1 significantly affects the ENS, specifically in year 
4, because the strategy to implement the conversion exceeds a 
1 year window of time (7-8)WT. 
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TABLE V 
HVAC TO HVDC CONVERSION STRATEGIES – TEST SYSTEM 

Year CONV(7-9),1 CONV(7-8),1 CONV(7-9),2 

1 
Series compensation work begins 

Conversion feasibility study 
Conversion 

feasibility study 

2 
Series compensation commissioning 

and testing 

Line conversion 
(change of 
insulation)

 HVDC converter station work begins 

3 
Line conversion (change of 

insulators) 
HVAC operation 
of converted line

 Continue HVDC converter station work 

4 HVDC transmission line commissioning and testing 

5 – 10 Normal operation of transmission system 

 

 

Fig. 6 ENS of test system for base case and N-1 condition 
 

 

Fig. 7 Assessment of ENS for the base case and conversion 
alternatives 

 
The total cost of the base case and the three alternatives is 

presented in Fig. 8. Alternatives CONV(7-9),1 and CONV(7-8),1 
have the same investment cost. The alternative CONV(7-9),2 has 
less investment because it does not require series 
compensation. 

The most relevant factor on total cost is the cost of the 
energy not supplied, for which a value of loss of load of 4.3 
USD/kWh was used [20]. The cost of ENS of alternative 

CONV(7-9),2 is the lowest because the conversion of the line is 
made at year 2, whereas the other two alternatives perform the 
conversion at year 3. 

Alternative CONV(7-9),1 has the lower ENS in years 9 and 10 
because of the increase of transmission capacity of line 7-8; 
series compensation increases the transmission capacity of this 
line up to 310 MW. Alternative CONV(7-8),2 has the highest 
cost mainly due to the unavailability of the line 7-8 at years 4, 
9 and 10.  

 

 

Fig. 8 Assessment of the total cost for base case and conversion 
alternatives  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has shown a methodology for TEP considering 
the conversion of HVAC lines to HVDC transmission in a 
scenario with restrictions to build new lines. The methodology 
includes reinforcements at the transmission system prior to the 
conversion in order to reduce the negative impact on the 
reliability of the system during the conversion of lines.  

A feasibility conversion study allows the identification of 
modifications that can be made to increase the power 
transmission capacity of an HVAC line. The HVAC 
transmission lines that may have greater increase of power 
with conversion to HVDC are those that the maximum 
operating current is much less than their thermal limit, this is 
because HVDC allows reaching the maximum current in the 
conductor under normal operating conditions. 
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